
b+s Connects
for SAP C4C

Bucher + Suter’s Connects for SAP C4C is 

an out-of-the-box integration between  

Cisco Contact Center and SAP Cloud for 

Customer (C4C) that allows agents to 

handle contact center interactions and 

manage their state within a gadget em-

bedded in the SAP C4C UI.

Placing interaction controls within the SAP 

Customer Experience interface, b+s Con-

nects for SAP C4C empowers agents to focus 

on their highest priority: the customer. Wit-

hout having to switch apps for their CTI con-

trols, agents are better able to tend to the 

needs of the caller. Less time searching for 

the information they need, means less time 

the customer spends waiting 

Quick contact resolution keeps your  

customers happy and your costs curtailed.  

With unified Cisco routing, incoming  

interactions always land with the most  

appropriate agent. Paired with b+s Con-

nects interaction controls, your teams are 

ready, informed, and eager to help, fas-

ter than ever before. Should a call require  

transfer to another agent or , they’re redirec-

ted in a flash.

Digital transformation can be an arduous  

process, but with b+s Connects for SAP C4C, 

Bucher + Suter can help smooth your path 

to the cloud. b+s Connects is a no-hardware, 

easy to install solution that offers the func-

tionality demanded by even the busiest of 

today’s contact centers. 

Put the customer at the heart of your  
dialogue and offer extraordinary  
experiences with a unified agent desktop
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FOR SAP C4C

B U C H E R  +  S U T E R

Click-to-dial

Agent state control

b+s Connects
for SAP 
C4C

Screen pop with 
Matched Contact

Key CTI functions inside 
the SAP C4C GUI 

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS KEY BENEFITS

→ SAP C4C is the agent desktop

→ Utilize native SAP C4C features

→ Cisco-dedicated integration

→ Incoming call with info-rich screen pop

→ Complete agent call controls

→ Real time queue and team views 

• The b+s gadget reduces handle time,  

 speeds issue resolution, and enables 

 faster processing of customer requests 

 by providing agents with flexible screen 

 pops of customer information at the time 

 the interaction arrives. This cost saving 

 alone can provide a rapid return on  

 investment. 

• Seamless integration with the SAP 

 C4C UI streamlines agent workflow and 

 reduces training by allowing agents to  

 handle customer interactions without 

 being forced to switch between  

 applications. 
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